
A CLEARER PICTURE
AT THE TIP OF YOUR FINGERS
Low cost & low dose 3D imaging 
whenever you need it.

By Mark Evans, CEO Adaptix

Think back to many of the medical TV dramas you have seen. 
Inevitably at least one will have included the review of detailed 
3D body images from a CT scan and the dramatic journey of 
a patient in critical condition, being accompanied by a whole 
entourage of physicians and nurses on his or her way to the 
radiology department.  

3D imaging matters. The ability to visualise, localise & characterise 
critical disease or trauma without it being obscured by the overlying 
tissue of the human body is a crucial factor in many clinical situations.  
But those images come at a cost. Scheduling conflicts may delay 
the exam, it takes time and is often challenging to get the patient 
to the CT scanner, which is an expensive technology that delivers 
significantly more radiation to the patient than a standard 2D X-ray 
does.   

Digital Tomosynthesis (DT) obtains 3D images by doing a partial 
sweep of the human body, allowing better clinical insight than 2D 
imaging at a fraction of the dose received from a CT scan.  

In the US, Digital Breast Tomosynthesis (DBT) is more than 50% 
of new mammography equipment sales & growing at approximately 
13%.  GE has also introduced DT into General Radiology, having 
sold over a thousand units of their high-end ‘VolumeRAD’ 
non-portable system.  

The reason? DT is often used as a problem solver, in other words 
as a solution to bridge the gap between planar 2D X-ray and CT 
in particular when planar X-ray images are read as equivocal. DT can 
help to substantially reduce the number of patients who actually 
need a CT as it offers better imaging accuracy compared to planar 
2D X-ray.  DBT has been shown to reduce the ‘recall rates’ from 
false positive findings. 

Clinicians and radiologists value DT in terms of the increased 
certainty of a reading, particularly when they can obtain those 
results without the ‘dose cost’ of imaging using CT.  

We see a future 
where low-dose 3D imaging 
comes to the bedside in the 
ICU or ER, saving cost but 
most importantly reducing 
time and patient transport 
efforts to make a clinically 
relevant decision.  

The journeys of ‘analogue to 
digital’ and ‘tubes to flat panel’ 
are one that you have seen 
before, for instance in your 
TV, and one that has shifted 
industries. 

Using our patented 
technology, we see 
the prospect to 
disrupt the $12bn 
X-ray imaging market 
by making portable 
low-cost low-dose 3D 
a reality & it potentially 
becoming a standard 
"entry" imaging exam.
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The introduction of DT has been driven by new X-ray detector technologies, 
lower-cost computing power and enhanced processing algorithms.  The DT 
equipment is less expensive and smaller than CT and can be easily integrated into 
the clinical workflow.Whereas current DT devices benefit from the digitalisation of 
the X-ray detector, we are confident that the next evolution is currently achieving a 
similar transformation for X-ray sources

Several companies are introducing ‘cold cathode’ X-ray source technology, which 
allows the emission of electrons without applying external heat. We have developed 
a distributed array flat-panel source, which uses addressable cold cathode emitters. 
Amongst others things, this technology allows the ability to acquire DT volumes 
faster than with conventional devices. 

By addressing different emitters sequentially, the need for computer controlled 
moves of the X-ray source is eliminated, which translates into a faster acquisition 
time and therefore lower risk  of motion artefacts. Cold cathode technology also 
allows the creation of light-weight sources which  would enable mobile or even 
portable 3D imaging devices to travel to the patient. This innovative hardware is 
complimented by new reconstruction algorithms that could feed seamlessly into 
existing post-processing software.
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